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Aftermath currently showing at Chelsea Space looks at the residual energies or objects that remain after an 

artist's project ends and questions what constitutes an artwork. The show opened on Tuesday May 3rd and is 

curated by Laure Genillard. In looking at this exhibition, parallels can be drawn with When Attitudes Become 

Form, curated by Harald Szeemann, which took place in Kunsthalle Bern in 1969.  

 

Included in Aftermath, is the work of Padraig Timoney. Timoney travelled from London to Derry for a pint, 

avoiding meeting anyone he knew in Derry that could account for his trip/artwork. The work, therefore, only 

exists as a rumour. This echoes that of Richard Long, who abandoned the institutional frameworks of 

Szeemann’s exhibition in 1969, instead travelling for three days through the Swiss mountains. By rejecting 

the physicality of the gallery, the artwork is an absent presence posing questions of how to present the 

immaterial and drawing attention to the attitudes or intention of the artist as a legitimate artwork. 

 

For me there is also a sense of uncertainty, which involves the power of the white cube. There is a conflict 

between artists that choose to present material forms and artists that chose to create gestures or interventions 

that could not be repeated. While Szeemann's exhibition was an opposition to the art object, placed within 

the gallery walls even the most unassuming of materials is transformed into an artwork. In the case of 

Philomene Pirecki showing at Chelsea Space, the artist sends sheets of carbon paper from one place to 

another and depending on the handling of the paper, various marks and imprints create evidence of a journey. 

The particular sheet, on show in Chelsea Space, was sent from London to Stockholm and back to London. 

The sheet hangs delicately on the wall with subtle indications of the careful handling of the piece. When 

placed within the exhibition context does the work command the presence of a finished art object or artwork? 

Or is the invisible journey, the miles covered between these two distant cities, the artist's intended piece.  

 

Can distinctions not be made until the artist reveals his/her intention or as expressed in the curatorial 

statement? How do we present the immaterial, the thought process, the gesture or in essence, the artist? Is it 

enough for the idea or concept to exist solely in a mental state, transferred from the artist to the viewer? 

Perhaps simply through a telephone call such as that of Walter de la Maria who placed a phone with the sign 

reading “Walter de la Maria is on the phone and would like to speak to you” in the Kunsthalle Bern? 

Comparisons can be made between these two exhibitions to highlight the thematics addressed by curators 

some forty years apart that still remain unresolved.  

 

In addressing the dematerialization of the art object and heightening the importance of the personality or 

'attitudes' of the artist, is the artist here treated as the artwork? In the catalogue essay for the When attitudes 

become form at the ICA in London, Scott Burden makes the poignant observation that “ the only large 

aesthetic distinction remaining is that between art and life; this exhibition reveals how that distinction is 

fading.”  


